
 

 
 
 
 

SUPPLEMENTAL / BID BULLETIN No. 2024-0105-01 
 
 

Supplemental / Bid Bulletin 
 
 

PROCUREMENT OF 21 UNITS MID-END LAPTOP PC AND 1 UNIT 
HIGHEND LAPTOP PC 

 
 
To all Prospective Bidders: 
 
 
This shall form part of the Bid documents: 
 

Amendment:   

The following sections of the Philippine Bidding Document has been revised: 
 

 Section III – Bid Data Sheet 
 

Please see attached Revised Philippine Bidding Document 

Clarificatory: 
QUERY ANSWER 

In regard to the Single Largest Completed 
Contract (SLCC) requirement, are we allowed 
to put a private company as our SLCC? 

Yes. Private companies are allowed to be in the 
bidder’s SLCC. 

Were the specifications for Mid-End and High-
End Laptop interchanged? The Mid-End range 
is core 15, 14 course, 1TB and 16GB RAM 
while the high-end’s range is quad core, 
256GB, 8GBRAM? 

No, the High-end laptop is a 2-in-1 PC, the 
screen must be detachable. 

What kind of Manufacturer Certificate needs to 
be submitted? Is this a Distributorship 
Certificate? 

A certificate from the brand itself must be 
submitted. 

Regarding the port’s specification, can you 
consider one USB 3.2 Gen 1 Type A and one 
USBC 3.2 Gen 2 Type A? 

No, bidder must follow the specifications in the 
Public Bidding Document. 

Is the Authenticity Certificate for Windows 11 
Pro? 

Yes. 

Do you have a drop off location for the delivery? 
Only in CITEM? 

Only at CITEM, Golden Shell Pavilion, Roxas 
Boulevard, Pasay City. 

Can we offer laptops with higher specifications? Yes, but for the processor, memory and hard 
drive only. All other specification shall be 
followed. 

Are both Mid-End and High-End laptops one lot 
only? 

No. This is one project having several items 
grouped into several lots, which shall be 
awarded as separate contracts per lot. 

Is the submission of the bid documents per lot 
also? 

No. Bidders are required to submit one set of 
bid documents only. 

 
 



 

 
 
 

Do we need to submit one financial document 
for both lot? 

Yes. 

If we bid for both lots, do we need to separate 
the bid price per lot or do we indicate the total 
bid amount only? 

If bidder is to bid for both lots, bid amount per 
lot must be indicated, as well as the total 
amount of both bid offer. 

Regarding submission of the Bid Form, if we 
will join for the bidding for the two (2) lots, do 
we need to submitted separate bid form for 
each lot? 

No. Only one Bid Form shall be submitted. 
Bidder must indicate that they are joining for 
both lot by indicating bid offer per lot and with 
the total amount of bid offer. 

Regarding Section VII. Technical 
Specifications, what if we are joining for one lot 
only, how do we fill up the statement of 
compliance? 

You may indicate “Not Comply” to each item of 
the lot you will not be bidding for. 

 
Items not mentioned above remain the same. 
 
This Supplemental/Bid Bulletin is being issued to clarify/modify/amend the specifications of the 
requirement needed, and not for purposes of delaying the proceedings of RA 9184. 
 
Issued this 21st day of June 2024. 

 
 

 
 

                                                                      ATTY. ANNA GRACE I. MARPURI 
                        Chairman, Bids and Awards Committee 


